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Sector Rotation Through Business Cycles Trading Strategy

Data File:

Data file showcasing all financial information, indicators, returns, and recommended purchases
will be linked in discussion post and later included on the website.

Overview:

The Leading Economic Indicator (LEI) is a composite index developed by The Conference
Board designed to signal peaks and troughs in the business cycle. It is used to predict future
economic activity, typically covering a timeframe of about six months ahead.

The LEI consists of several individual indicators that are believed to lead the overall economy.
These indicators are chosen because they have historically turned before the economy as a
whole does.

State Street Global advisors conducted a study to explore the relationship between business
cycles, the LEI, and sector performance during said business cycles.

The findings of the study showed a strong correlation between various sectors and business
cycles.

Using historical LEI data, and distinguishing business cycle characteristics provided by State
Street, we determined an approximation of where in the business cycle the market was.
Following historical trends for previous cycles, we determined which sectors had previously
outperformed the market during the next 6 months as shown in State Street’s report, and
conducted backtesting based on previous business cycle data. We did a correlation analysis of
historical data against most recent data and found the 6 time periods with the closest correlation
to the most recent 8 months. We then analyzed the next 6 months after these times from 2000
to 2023 and performance of recommended sectors to market returns.

Backtesting the strategy showed positive results, with our strategy outperforming S&P 500
returns 11/12 Times with an average 6 month return of 16.92% vs SPX with an average return
of 0.57% over these intervals.

Backtest and Filter Criteria:

The two sectors we did our backtesting and analysis on are Basic Materials and Consumer
Discretionary. After determining these were the sectors that would perform the strongest based



upon the current business cycle we dove into individual company factors that would make
strong companies within the sector. The Student Investment Fund required criteria as listed
below show the initial filtering criteria.

SIF Specific Filter Criteria:
● Currency USD
● Trading Status is Active
● Traded on United States Exchange
● Price > $10
● Trailing 12 Month EBITDA > $0 Million

After the given the SIF Specific filter criteria we used separate strategies for each sector. Basic
Materials focused on a high growth strategy thus the strategy used was to filter by the criteria
below.
Basic Materials (MATS) Strategy Filter Criteria:

● Price to Earnings (P/E) greater than Basic Materials Benchmark
● Return on Equity (ROE) greater than Basic Materials Benchmark

This then left us with a range of 4-12 companies that met the criteria during the 6 most highly
correlated backtesting timeframes. We believe that companies that meet this criteria would be
large growth companies that in a time of a strong business cycle would outperform their peers in
the relative sector. As shown in our results linked in the excel file and shown below this stands
to be true.

We also wanted to use a similar strategy for Consumer Discretionary but instead focused strictly
on Price to Earnings. The filter criteria for this is shown below.

Consumer Discretionary (CS) Strategy Filter Criteria:
● Price to Earnings (P/E) ranked 5-14 highest within Consumer Discretionary Sector

The criteria returned 10 companies, which are the 5th through 14th highest P/E. We believe that
this range would disclude the extremes in valuation, focusing more on growth potential as well
as stability. Companies in this criteria are going to be more established and will outperform the
sector within this business cycle. Although investors are willing to pay a premium for earnings,
we want to capture the optimistic sentiment for the next 6 months.

Backtesting Results.

Backtesting our recommended strategy of target sectors, and focusing on growth companies
within those target sectors yielded results are attached at the end of this report as Appendix A
and includes the alpha, beta, std deviation, Sharpe ratio, Treynor Ratio, max drawdown, info
ratio, and idiosyncratic risk. .



A brief snapshot of results is shown in Table 1, which shows the total return for the next six
months (our proposed investment timeline), as well as the 1 year returns.

From the table we can see that the materials portfolio outperforms SPX 6/6 times, and its
relative index, a materials sector ETF, 5/6 times during the proposed investment timeline.

We also see the consumer discretionary portfolio outperforming SPX 5/6 times and its relative
index, a consumer discretionary sector ETF, 4/6 times 3 of them when the portfolio also
outperformed SPX, during the proposed investment timeline.

Recommended Purchases:

After the conclusion of our series of backtests and data analysis proving the strength of the
strategy we used and equity screening in bloomberg to pull the current companies that meet our
criteria to be included in the strategy. We decided to equally weight these purchases to align
with our backtest weighting and divided the capital allocation 50/50 between both strategies
even though they have a 10 to 7 count for Consumer Disc. to Materials.

Below are the consumer discretionary recommended purchases:



Below are the materials recommended purchases:

Below are the totals for the purchase:

Strategy Monitoring:

To monitor the strategy we will have to conduct our quarterly rebalance which we will perform on
March 22, 2024 to accurately rebalance and re-weight the companies within our strategy. We
only plan to hold the strategy until June 22, 2024 where we will sell off our entire positions and
reallocate capital as deemed fit.

Summary

Based on our backtesting results for the strategy, we see a majority percentage of test times
outperforming the market.

Because of this, our recommended purchases represent growth companies in the target sectors
for the future business cycle, poised to generate alpha for the fund.


